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Abstract

The development of digital technology and logistics has promoted globalisation and modernisation of working life creating an increasingly interconnected world. Individuals need to master various technologies and to continuously select between and make sense of large amounts of information. Modern societies also face collective challenges such as balancing economic growth with environmental sustainability, and prosperity with social equity. In these contexts, the competences that individuals need to display, have become more complex, requiring more than mastering of certain limited skills.

Educational authorities issue guidelines on what should be taught or learnt in schools. Usually these guidelines are included as part of curriculum documents or syllabuses. In recent years, reforms in many countries have reshaped curricula on the basis of new concepts such as 'key competences' and 'learning outcomes' and some have introduced achievement scales. In numerous countries, a subject-based organisation with a focus on subject content has given way to a more complex curricular architecture built, in part, on practical skills and on cross-curricular approaches.

New interactive learning environments have been developed to facilitate active learning. These learning environments, promote collaborative and multidisciplinary learning and are increasingly technology enhanced. They allow several transversal competences to be addressed simultaneously. However, these modern pedagogical approaches have not been adopted everywhere.

Relatively little importance has been given to cross-border collaboration in developing education. This paper discusses ongoing cross-border collaboration between six European higher educational institutes. Focus of the discussion is on differences in teaching and learning practices in the institutes. Some development obstacles are identified and their influence on cross-border collaboration are reflected.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Huge technological changes have considerably modified our world during the last centuries. Development of digital technology and logistics have promoted rapid globalisation and modernisation of human life creating an increasingly diverse and interconnected world. This has influenced both humans, organisations, society and nature. Today modern societies face collective challenges such as balancing economic growth with environmental sustainability, and prosperity with social equity. At the same time, the world is becoming increasingly difficult to predict and manage. This is important to take into consideration when preparing for future working life [1].

1.1 Challenges of future working life

We know little of the future working life although various studies concentrate on building pictures of it. The technological revolution is continuous and much of the technology that will be used in future is not yet available. Moreover, adoption of technology requires time. Each euro used for development of technology, requires a tenfold investment in assurance of transition of human thinking patterns as well as human and organisational practices [2]. In working life, control, compliance, and compartmentalisation (3 C’s) are being outplaced by ideas, information, and interaction (3 I’s) [3].
Even though important advances are made in technology, humans hold important roles. No technology allows the artificial brain to replace humans in the capacity of thinking independently. Humans will be needed in business, management, innovation and development, marketing and sales. Photographers, musicians, painters and designers will be needed. [2]

In communication between humans the role of gestures, body language, way of talking and the person’s private history play an important role. In this respect humans will remain superior to machines even in the future and jobs where facing people is crucial like in medicine and nursing, safe jobs will remain available. Moreover, humans are needed in motivating others, which leaves working possibilities e.g. for teachers, educators, therapists. [2]

Even though robots become increasingly performant, they cannot completely replace human senses and motorics in fields such as medicine and nursing. Rise of technicality of the society creates continuously new needs and new working opportunities. Humans remain behind all technical development and people are needed for innovating use for the new technology and then developing the technical solutions. At the same time people are needed in production, marketing, use, maintenance, recycling. Software architects, database designers and ICT-experts will be among the most secured jobs in the future. [2]

Also the situations related to professional engagements are changing. Having a job does not mean holding the same role in the organization for ever. The recent financial crisis has shown that people have to adapt their role to the requirements of the organization. New tasks can be given at the same time as part of the previous ones may lose their importance. Many tasks disappear, will be taken care of by machines or will be outsourced. Taking over new tasks means facing new challenges, learning new skills, using new information, adapting to new working conditions and so on. As job markets change, individuals might have to change their working profile and learn a completely new profession. This can be based on the person’s own initiative, as is often the case when the working conditions deteriorate considerably, as is the case among nurses in various European countries [4] or losing the job. Many also wish to try a new profession, advance their career and experience new occupational challenges [5].

1.2 Renewal of educational goals

Future working life, social cohesion as well as active citizenship, require good generic competences. Several international organisations have developed frameworks for distinguishing these competences. A European recommendation lists eight Key Competences for Life Long Learning: communication in mother tongue; communication in a foreign language; mediation and intercultural understanding; mathematical competences and basic competences in science and technology; digital competences; learning to learn; social and civic competences; sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; cultural awareness and expression [6]. Moreover, so called Transversal or Soft Skills, namely critical thinking, creativity, initiative, problem solving, risk assessment, decision making, communication and constructive management of feelings, are relevant across all the Key Competences. [7]

The European Commission has communicated clear priorities for education and training concerning the key competences. However, in many countries the educational goals are still under development and in practice these competences are taught using different methods. Related subjects may have cross-curricular status, they may be integrated into existing curriculum subjects or they may be introduced separately. Learning goals of these competences are often lacking and in each case different assessment is used. [7]

1.3 Rethinking teaching and assessment

The “pedagogical core” of learning environments consists of learners, educators, content and resources. Innovation of any learning environment requires rethinking the elements of the pedagogical core. The organisation and pedagogy (incl. individual vs group work; flexibility and personalisation of use of time; use of various assessment methods) link the elements of the pedagogical core together. Learners can consist of face-to-face and distant (online) participants. Educators can be teachers from the own or outside organisation or other partners including advisors or experts from public, private or third sector organisations. [8] As the council and the representatives of the governments of the European member states concluded, “Education and training institutions at all levels – from schools through to vocational, adult and higher education institutions – should, to the appropriate extent, seek greater openness and responsiveness to the wider world and actively communicate with other partners in society at large” [9].
Future challenges require rethinking of teaching and learning approaches. This can include a transition from teacher to learner centred approach; shift responsibility for learning to the learner; offer team learning opportunities aside to individual work; replace pure memorizing by learning to find, critically evaluate, select and apply information.

Learning experience is more likely to have significant, positive gains for the learners if they are active rather than passive recipients within it. Learning in a passive system has a much greater tendency to be both superficial and quickly forgotten. [10]

Modern learning environments are interactive and offer development of communication. Multidisciplinary disciplinary and technology enhanced environments enable learning and expression of various competences. Modern teaching and assessment methods based both on individual and team approaches can encourage the learners to take over of an active role in learning their learning process. Working in collaboration with industry for developing solutions for their real challenges enables teaching and learning in working life, through real working life challenges and for working life [11].

Assessment can at its best be seen as an integral part and an on-going parallel process to teaching and learning. With the help of a mixed set of assessment methods, including self- and peer-assessment, the learners have the possibility of following their own learning process and progress as well as reflect it in relation to their individual learning goals and available resources [12]. Well-designed assessment tasks, where students work together and actively learn and practice self- and peer-assessment, engage students in the assessment process [13].

2 STUDY

This study was part of a European project called SOCCES - SOCial Competences, Entrepreneurship and Sense of Initiative - Development and Assessment Framework. The project was funded (2015-2017) by the Erasmus + program and is part of the Erasmus+ “Key action Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices” in the field of “Strategic Partnerships for higher education”. The aim of SOCCES was to develop and pilot a framework for the methodical assessment of these working life competences.

2.1 Goals

The baseline study concentrated on existing teacher practices, mapping of the current educational environments and practices and defining the main development needs regarding the assessment framework and the defined competences and the related skills.

The goal of this study was to collect information and create understanding of the teaching and learning practices in higher education institutes (HEI) in the participating organisations enabling development and piloting of an assessment method and related learning assignment.

The research questions were: 1) What teaching and learning practices are common in the organisations? 2) Do the organisations include industry collaboration in teaching and learning? 3) What role does virtual learning play in teaching and learning? 4) What are the possible and/or most important stumbling blocks concerning the use of a joint learning approach and assessment method in these different educational environments?

The main limitation of the study was that it consisted only one HEI per country and concentrated mainly on one faculty in each organisation. This was sufficient for the purpose of the project. However the sample is not representative of HEI in Europe nor even in each country. It limits to giving examples and showing differences in teaching and learning approaches and practices.

2.2 Materials and methods

For collecting rich data a qualitative approach was chosen. Six partner higher education institutes from Southern, Northern, Eastern and Western Europe participated in the study. Each organisation included in the study ten informants.
A questionnaire with open ended questions was created encouraging the informants to give as much insight as possible on the on their teaching and learning practices. Probing was used for triggering informants to prepare their answer. The main probe consisted of an example of company collaboration in the context of a partner HEI. After testing, the final questionnaires were sent by email.

A qualitative data-driven analysis was realised by collating first the responses. Then the data were coded and codes were organised into themes and subthemes and a thematic map developed. Finally appropriate examples of each theme were selected to describe and visualise the results. The analysis was executed by experienced researchers who are familiar with various modern teaching and learning approaches.

2.3 Findings

The study revealed important differences in teaching and learning practices in the partner organisations. Several themes were highlighted. These concern learners, educators, content and resources. These main themes are in line with the pedagogical core presented in the OECD report [8]. The following three diagrams (Diag.) present the main themes revealed by the study with related examples.

Diag. 1: Teacher and learner and on the other hand theory and practice in the pedagogical approaches practices of the studied HEI.

Diag. 1 presents two main themes that revealed differences in the studied HEI. On the one hand, the role of the teacher and student, and on the other hand, the typical contents and practices of teaching and learning. The diagram is divided in four blocks in relation to the role the teacher and student had and on the typical contents and practices. The block in the upper left corner gives demonstrations as an example of theory oriented, teacher centred teaching. The lower left corner mentions interim as an example of a practice oriented, student centred approach. On the right hand both the lower and higher block are related to theory oriented teaching and learning. Here the upper right block mentions lectures as a typical example of a teacher centred approach and the lower block reading task as examples of student centred, theory oriented approach. In the centre, as an example of a balanced mix of the two themes is a development work where teachers and students learn together combining theory and practice.

Diag. 2: Examples of individual and collaborative assignments related to teaching and learning practice vs theory to individuals vs. teams.
Diag. 2 is divided into four blocks in relation to typical assignments given to students in the participating HEI: theory vs practice and individual vs team assignments. An individual task is mentioned as a typical practice oriented learning assignment given to individuals whereas in the lower left block a reading task describes an individual theory oriented assignment. On the right a collaborative assignment is an example of a practice oriented, and a reading cycle as a theory oriented team centred assignment.

Diag. 3: Three different main themes related to teaching and learning in the studied HEI.

Diag. 3 is a collation of the two previous diagrams bringing along also a third main theme: the role of ICT in teaching and learning. The left and right sides of the cube reflect the roles and responsibilities. Either the student holds a key role in learning taking the initiative of searching information and critically evaluating it or the teacher has this and other teaching and learning related responsibilities. The front and back side of the cube present the type of the contents in teaching and learning (theory vs. practice oriented). The top and bottom present the teaching approach: either face-to-face or online. Inside the cube are the various intermediate form that go between the extremes. One key element is still missing, the type of learning assignments given to students, whether collaborative or individual.

Diag. 4 below presents graphically the previously mentioned themes in function to the main variables: student versus (vs) teacher centred teaching and learning; practice vs theory oriented teaching and learning; face-to-face vs mobile teaching and learning; individual vs team assignments.
According to the results there were basically two types of organisations, and three partners fell in each type: a) those with more traditional pedagogical approaches and b) those applying different types of collaborative learning approaches [14] such as Problem based learning, Activity Led Learning (ALL) and Learning by Developing (LbD). It must however in all organisations there were appeared differences among study programmes and naturally also between individual teachers. Due partly to this, the results do not justify numeric presentation of the differences and therefore the graphics concentrates on presenting the tendencies concerning the selected factors and the main differences in these tendencies.

In all HEI teaching consisted to some extent of face-to-face (10-90%) sessions. The nature and extent of these sessions varied. In some HEI lecturing was the main form of teaching, in some organisations lecturing held only a minor role. Individual tasks were given in all organisations whereas collaborative work was part of the teaching and learning process in only part of the organisations.

Teachers and learners roles varied accordingly: in organisations concentrating mainly on lecturing and teachers mainly provided the information. In these HEI students might not be used to looking for information and critically evaluating it in regards to the use. In other HEI, teachers and learners shared the role and responsibility for assuring the knowledge basis. These organisations also seemed to be more open to outside experts as well as to interdisciplinary collaboration.

Some of the organisations were more practice and others theory oriented. However, there was no reason to think that any of the participating organisations would have a purely theoretical approach in teaching.

Company collaboration existed at some level in all studied organisations. The frequency and the intensity of collaboration varied. In part of the organisations real life challenges were in the centre of teaching and learning. In some, collaboration consisted of occasional guest lectures. In most HEI and faculties the offered study programmes consisted of at least one interim period.

As stated by the Council of the European Union (2009), “competitiveness and growth of Europe’s economy could be improved by putting the knowledge triangle to work, notably by developing partnerships between employers and education and research institutions which are aimed at fostering innovation and ensuring its transfer into practice” [9].
In most of the organisations ICT and virtual learning environments were in an elementary role in teaching and learning. In two cases they were not a part of normal teaching practices. In one HEI with a very refined eLearning platform, the use was limited to special eLearning programmes.

In a thoughtful mix of face-to-face and online learning experiences, face-to-face oral communication is blended with online written communication, simulations, tutorials and assessment according to the intended educational purpose. This, so called blended learning, supports learning experiences outside the classroom and enables also cross-border activities [15] [16]. Rajamäki and Pirinen (2008) claimed that this approach brings “added value for learning assisted by multimedia, artificial intelligence and/or virtual reality and time saving proffered by network technologies” [16].

As for assessment, the practices varied between traditional “closed book” exams, which are practices do some extent in all HEI. Also assessment practices existed in part of the organised. Open book exams, evaluation of team results presented in the form of reports and/or presentations, as well as self- and peer-assessment were examples of other assessment forms.

3 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

This baseline study was a part of a research and development project aiming at developing a common assessment framework for assessing transversal skills. The final product of the project is an assessment method and related learning assignment based on a business case.

The aim was to collect information on the existing teaching and learning practices and create awareness of the possible stumbling blocks so that they could be avoided. The assessment practices were in the focus of another parallel study, which has been presented by Terzieva et al, (2015).

The study revealed important differences in teaching in learning practices among the studied HEI. This can be related to cultural tradition, history as well as organisational issues. These differences lead to several stumbling blocks requiring modifications in the initial research and development project plan.

The most important finding is, that a common, collaborative working life centred learning task does not suit the teaching and learning practices in all partner organisations. One out of two organisations do not integrate such assignments in teaching. Students are not on equal footing in selecting information, using various development methods, working in teams nor working on a virtual platform.

The results on testing the assessment method will evidently depend on the choice of students in the recruitment process. Students who are used to modern learning environments might have better results than the ones following a more traditional pedagogical approach. Modern teaching and learning environments include multiple assessment methods such as self- and peer-assessment.

This study raised the question on how partners should best be selected for an intercultural project and what should be know about the partners in advance for assuring a valid plan for the research and development work. It is common practice to build a project consortium on the basis of the strengths and possible complementary role of each partner. For assuring vast long term use of the final results of a project, it might be useful to put more emphasis on the differences between partners and the eventual stumbling stones.

Collaboration at all level definitely give rise to questioning existing attitudes, values and practices. This is certainly the asset that justifies consortiums consisting of very different kind of players. In some cases, the differences may however prove to be hindrances that should be seriously reflected and critically analysed to assure best outcome of the project and value for money in the sense of large exploitation of the results.
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